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SSU Book Store to be run by outside contractor
MACK SHELTON, JR.

UCIREPOKTER
he Shawnee State
University Book
Store will undergo a
major change July t.
1998, the first day of the new
fiscal year. This change comes
from a decision during the Dec.
11, 1997BoardofTrusteesmeeting when the question was raised
about the need for a more
efficient way of
the book
store. According to a proposal
submitted on Jan. 12, 1998. the
book store will continue to be
under the ownership of SSU but
the operation and management
will come from an outside
contractor. which will be selected
by Shawnee State University.
This change has some students
worried. There is some concern
about the ability to purchase
books on financial aid vouchers.
the pa;sibility ofrising book costs.
and whether the book store will
be able to get books in on time
for classes. According to Vice
President of Business Affairs
Rog~r Murphy, this change of
operation will not affect the
customer end of the book store.
''There is no negative impact
with what we're doing, only

running

A proposal to transfer control of the Book Store was submitted Jan. 12
•

photo by Lori Ferrell

• See BOOK STORE ON PAGE 3
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Vienna ~hoir Boys to perform CIPA offers international
at Center for the Arts
exchange opportunities
r five centuries, the Choir will then sing a variety of in the Kahl Studio Theater.

Vienna Choir Boys
have enchanted people
throughout the world
with their purity of voice and
exceptional musicianship. Since
their first American tour in 1932,
they have brought the rich traditions of Vienna's musical life to
millions of delighted audiences
. making them the most popular
concert choir ever to tour the
United States.
The Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts presents the Vienna Choir
Boys on Sunday, Feb. 15, at 3
p.m. in the Main Theater.
The program will begin with
several sacred pieces from the
Emperor's Ch~pel at the
Hapsburg Court in Vienna. The

folk songs from around the world
Also on the program is a celebration of music by Viennese compos~rs. Meqdelssohn, Schubert,
and Brahms, and selections of
traditional Viennese music.
Tickets are now on sale at the
McKinley Box Office located in
the lobby of the Center. Tickets
are $18 for lower tier and $14
for upper tier. All seats are
reserved. The Box Office
accepts Visa and Master Card
and is open for walk-up sales from
1I a.m. to 2 p.m., and from 4 to
6 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Tickets may be reserved by
calling (740) 355-2600.
The popular pre-concert
discussion continues at 1 p.m.

Well-known music educator,
performer, and SSU -adjunct
faculty member, Ch~les Varney,
will present a personal look at
children's choirs and their place
throughout history. Varney has a
distinguished career as a vocal
performer and educator, having
been the vocal director at Wheelersburg and Portsmouth High
Schools. He is currently the
music director ofthe Portsmouth
Men's Chorus and president of
the Southern Ohio Community
Concert Association·. The
discussion is open to the public
at no charge.
"We are very happy to have
• SeeCHOIRoNPAGE4

MACK SHELTON,

N

UC I REPORTER

JR,

earing the middle of
its first year in existence, the Center for
International Pro~
grams and Activities has shown
remarkable success and continues to improve.
The program was conceived
in a proposal five years ago by
history professor, Dr. John
Lorentz, which led to a more
detailed proposal and then a
formation of a committee. Tbe
proposal was finalized and the
group was formed last spring.
During this time, the trip to Spain
made by Shawnee State University President Dr. Clive Veri and
Dr. Frank Byrne paved the way

for the final preparations for the
exchange of students from the
University of James I and Shawnee State University.
"Since the forming of the
Center for International Programs
-and. Activities, the number of
international students has
doubled," stated Lorentz. "Bqt
that's not saying very much.since
the number of foreign st4dents
was practically nonexistent to
begin with."
The function of CIPA, as
Lorentz explains, is to increase
the number of foreign students
by working with the Office of
Admissions and of the Registrar
to help cut through the "red tape?'
to ·get the students enrolled.
CIPA also works with the

community by supporting
International Awareness Week,
coordinating the International
Film Festival, working with the
Southern Ohio Museum and
Culture Center to create international and multicultural exhibits,
and working with area high school
foreign language teachers.
Another function is to act as
an "umbrell~' over an'1 coordinating all program activities. One
of the programs is the International Relations Club, a club run
by and specifically for international students. This club offers
support to the students and helps
them in the transition from their
homes to student life at SSU.
• S EE CIPA ON PAGE 4
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HUMOR IThe write stuff
WILLIAM c~my

UC I AsstsTANT EorroR
Well, after assembling this
issue of the
University.
Chronicle, my trained, highereducation~nhanced editorial eye
observed that something was
missing, an otiservation that was
made easier by the fact there was
a huge gaping hole on page 2.
After much consideration and
weighing ofoptions and games of
Quake, I made the careful editorial decision of letting someone
else handle it This decision, I felt,
wouldenswe an optimal outcome
in the whole matter, meaning of
course that I would have more
time to play Quake. Unfortunately, no one else was available
!iO it fell to me to write a humorous and/or infonnative piece so
that loyal Chronicle readers could
have a great time not reading it.
Upon making this realiz.ation,
I quickly and with great

enthusiasm ate some pizza. I then
sat down before a high-powered
386 "computer" and proceeded
to think of an "article." The'key
of course in writing a successful
article is to know and speak the
unique "language" of your target
audience-nameli, English.
Knowing that, I pr.-fueedeci to the
second phase ofarticle writingnamely, making absolutely certain
that no one else would do it for
me. Then I had to pick a topic.
Selecting a "thesis" (a fancy
word that literally means, "thesis'')
is along and arduous task that will
strain even the feeblest of minds,
so I of course had great trouble
with it No one should decide on
a thesis arbitrarily; it requires
tremendous precision and great
amounts of time. I therefore
waited five arduous minutes
before finally deciding to make
one last desperate attempt to get
someone else to write this for me.

Greece trip planned for fall

I finally made the arduous decision.to write about nothing at all,
in hopes that people would think
I had actually written something
(methinks telling that to you may
have foiled the plan). Note to my
English teachors: Iswearthis is
the first time I've ever done this!
After getting most of this written, I had to put the article into
the newspaper, a lengthy and
sophisticated process that is
known among us newspaper
types as "putting the article into
the newspaper." After that, the
huge gaping hole on page 2 became slightly less huge, but it was
still gaping. I did not panic, for
years of newspaper experience
have taught me the tried-and-true
technique of Making the Article
Longer. It is a true technique and
I tried it, and I think it worked.
So now my arduous task is completed, until another ·•newspaper"
comes along in two weeks.

DR. STYLIANOS HADJIYANNIS

and understanding of ancient
SSU PoLmCAL Sc1ENCE PROFESSOR
Byzantine and modem Greece's
During Fall lnterre&e;ion 1998, society, culture, politics, history,
Dr. StylianosHadjiyannis will take economics, many forms of
a small number of Shawnee State artistic expression, philosophy,
University students on a trip to and international relations. The
Greece for a Special Topics in· field experience will entail travelSociology (SOCI 499) class. ing about 12,000 air-miles and
The course is open to all SSU stu- 400 land-miles, across 14 time
dents and community members. zones and 3,000 years of
Space·is limited; anyone inter- recorded histoty to visit five world
ested must book the trip months class museums, seven classical
in advance. For more informa- and two neoclassical archeologi-,
tion, contact Dr. Hadjiyannis at . cal sites, the National Parliament,
355-2445 or send an e-ma.il Library and Academy, one island,
shadjiyannis@shawnee.edu.
all of wider metropolitan Athens,
·
and much more.
Course Description
Pedagogy
This course will take students on The accompanying professor will
a ten day field trip to Greece, a be lecturing and ~onducting
countty often called the '"world's dialogues with the students
greatest outdoor museum" yet throughout the trip. The students
which offers cosmopolitan cities, will be expected to answer
tranquil villages, and sun- occasional questions on lectures
drenched islands. Upon the delivered while traveling. There
completion ofthis course, students will also be two pre-trip orientawill have a better knowledge of tion sessions and one post-trip
the intricacies of international overall evaluation and group
travel and a better appreciation reflection session. Students will

Articles can be submitted in
a variety of ways
WANTAD
LoRI FERRELL

UC I EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Lately, I've heard some
complaints about the fact the
Chronicle office is so often
empty. All three of our staff
• members have school, the newspaper, and jobs. That doesn't
leave us much time to sit around
the office. While we regret this
situation, it is unavoidable
If a student or faculty member
wants to submit an article, the
simplest and easiest way is toemail the text to me, the editor, at
l!JJferrell@speedy.shawnee.edu.
H9wever, if you need help with
·an article, want to bounce an idea
off me, submit a Letter To The
Editor, or just want to let 1J$ know
about an event that's going on,
you should call the office at
••

)

,

•

#'

•

'

355-2278 or e-mail me at the
above address. I will respond as
soon as possible, but it's not likely
that you will reach me on the first
tty if you phone.
Also, to get general interest in
the Chronicle going and to
answer any concerns of the student lx?dY on how the p~per i$
run, a'general meeting will be held
on Feb. 9 in Massie Hall, room
204, at 4 p.m. At the meeting, I
will explain what we need to
become a more student-centered
newspaper, ask for ideas for
articles, and news ofrecent campus events. Because I'm an art
student, I don't get to hear about
what is going on in other parts of
tbe campus as often. One thing I
will ask is that if you know of
something happening in a differ-

~Bl:ntn:er~ttn
.
<!Utrnnicl.e
GENERAL MEETING

fEB.

9

IN MAsSIE

·ALL STUDENTS
IF

To BE HELD

204

@

4:00

& .f ACULlY INVITED

YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WRITING, SELLING

ADS, OR YOU JUST HAVE SOME IDEAS, PLEASE

COME TO THE MEETING.

.

IF

1

YOU CAN T MAKE

·IT, BUT WANT TO LET US KNOW WHAT YOUR
IDEAS . ARE, E-MAIL ME AT

LAIFERRELL@SPEEDY.SHAWNEE.EDU

To submit articles or ideas for a~cles at any
tim e, please e-mail me at the above address
or call (740) 355-2278. I will get in touch
with you as soon as I can. ·- Lori Ferrell
UC/Editor-In-Chier

also be provided with a list of
book titles for reading prior to the
trip in order to familiarize them. selves with various aspects of the
subject. Stude1!ts can use their
own initiative to pick books on
Greece that reflect their own
academic discipline or interest.
Students shall be expected to
share thefr experience with the
rest of the university through a
variety of interaction such as
guest speakerships in classrooms
following their return.
Evaluation of students

Students will be evalu~ted by
completing and turning in a term
paper and a book review (each
worth 35 percent of the total
grade) within 30 days from the
day the class returns to SSU. The
remaining 30 percent ofthe grade
will be allocated on·the basis of
evaluatio~s by the professor
during the trip on the basis of
participation in discussions, scholarly conduct in general, and by
meeting the pre- and post-trip
expecta.tions discussed above.
I

ent area of SSU, that you please
notify me, so that we can cover it Wanted to buy. .• old postin the newspaper.
cards, paperweights, antique
If you have a complaint on any clocks, View-Master, pedal
940Second St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
subject or a recommendation for cars, G.I. Joes,jewelry-rings,
(740) 355-2278 news desk• (740) 355-2502 ad sales
an article topic, please come to diamonds, silver. gold. scrap
the meeting or e-mail,me. You do gold, watches.
William Cassidy
Lori Ferrell
~ot have to write to~ inYoh:'.~...
-€>ld--d6Us; knrve~ Indiarr ·
.Jrss1sTa.rft Editor
EdzTor-irf:.CJfief
Ariy contribution would be artifacts, Civil War to GulfWw
appreciated. Howe\fer, teep in memorabilia, photographs,
Mack Shelton, Jr.
mind that we reserve the right not political, music boxes, sheet
to use your idea or article if we music, old magazines and newsAd Sales M'!-nager/Reporter
feel it's not something we want to papers, Playboy and Hustler,
run in the newspap~r. In such a posters, cigar boxes, electric
Dave Edwards
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis
case, I will tell you so and, if you railroad and other railroad,
Business
Advisor
Editorial Content Advisor
want, will help you to modify it to . wrestling, golf, bowling, Ku
meet our needs.
Klux Klan memorabilia, slot
Phil Bonzo
Rebecca Toller
Ultimately, this is the student's machines, banks, casino chips,
Sports Contributor
Ads seller
newspaper. I, for one, want it to Black memorabilia, Coca-Cola,
reflect the interests and opinions Mail Pouch, Dr. Pepper, old
of the students, but I can't do it ·milk bottles and all soft drinks,
without the students' help.
autographs, toys, cars, bicycles,
Dll.lJ.er.e flnu ran llfinb 11ts. ..
buses, airplanes, windup toys,
lunch boxes, Tmk.er toys, space
University Center - First floor by Information Desk;
toys,
games,
chemistry
sets,
It pays to advertise in
stand also located in Internet Cafe
the Chronicle! 355-2502
forts, comics, marbles, models,
Library :- Just past the entrance
toy guns, puppets, dinky toys,
Massie Hall - Lobby in front ·of Student Success Center
toy farm equipment, robots,
Commons - In front of President's office
hunting and fishing license
Advanced Technology Center - In front of main entrance
badges, pens, pencils, cigarette
Kricker Hall - First floor, before the faculty offices
lighters, lamps, radios, old teleHealth Sciences - Second floor, by vending machines
phones, old police badges,
LOANS
Center for the Arts - Inside double doors, east entrance
motorcycle
memorabilia,
old
·Office Annex - Bottom floor, outside Chronicle office
MOST ITEMS
Boy
and
Girl
Scout,
Old
Roy
Athletic Center - First floor, by vending machines;
OF VALUE '
Rogers and other Western
• WATCHES
stand also located adjacent to Natatorium
• JEWELRY
~\
pieces,
Three
Stooges,
Lucy
• PISTOLS-·n'\'~l It.:._,.
OFF CAMPUS
Ball, Elvis and other movie star
auNs ~ub~. rtDt
Campus Coffee House
•RADIOS
~,.
memorabilia, movie posters and
• STEREOS
.
Chuck's Off-Campus Bar & Grill
• MUSICAL
circus memorabilia.
. INSTRUMENTS

ssss

• TYPEWRITERS
• OPEN 6 DAYS AW~K

0

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B&BLOAN·

I353-42501
137 QALUA- PRTSM'TH~ OH

Printer's Attic

438 Second Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
(740) 354-4457
Fax: 354-3037

•

•

•

•

•

•

Editor's note. ..

•

•

To submit Letters To the Editor or articles, please e-mail text tl
LAIFERREU or leave at our office in the Facilities Building
Remember, letters printed in the ~hronicle are printed exactly a;
we get them. Please make sure you check for legibility and spell
ing and grammatical errors before sending. Thaf!k you.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

•

•

•

•

Larry Moore Sporting Goods.
304 Chillicothe Street
353-1917
For ALL your sportin_
g good needs-·Trophies & Plaques - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
·We also do Greek printing

•
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THE

by

NEW~ Briefs

MackW.

OF THE STUDENTS

Shelton Jr.

Shawnee State University is con~tantly growing and expanding. We have seen many buildings and pathways built and physical appearances
improved. But there is 01:)C area that is in question and we took it to the students.
·

Sliou{tf tlie 6ig pave{ par~ng Cot 6e pa.Vt.I even if it meaff! an in.crease in. tuition fusl
"Unless they're planning to
build something there within
the next year, they need to
pave it." -Sarah Bramblette

''I think they should pave it because it
just doesn't look good and ifthey
increase tuition I don't think many ·
people will complain."-Blythe Swallen

Greeks work for recognition
Greek

Oraanization

Academics

Community
Service

University
Service

Recruitment

Tota.I

0
0
0
0
0
0
100

28

10
0
JO
0

0

38
4

0

773

103

500

46

7

0

0

0

4

803

0
0

103

546

0
0

0

58

165

The year is coming to a close for the Greek Recognition
System. The fraternities and sororities at Shawnee State all participate in various community and university.service activities, as well
as striving for high academics and recruitment of new members.
The above table lists the current point totals of the Greeks on
campus. Watch for another update later on in the quarter.

''I think they [SSU] should pay to have
it paved and not from our tuition."
-Lathe Brady

'Vfhey should pave it and mark it without
increasing students' fees, because every
year fees increase." -Vince Lim

Shawnee State University men's basketball player Kirk Ruggles
scored his l ,OOOth career point on Saturday, -Jan. 17, in a 63-93
loss at Mt. Vernon Nazarene College. Kirk, a senior forward
from TolJesboro, Ky., scored ten points to give him 1,005 in his
career. He becomes the fourth men's basketball playerto eclipse
the 1,000 career point mark. For the season, Kirk is leading the
Bears in-scoring averaging 16.7 points per game.

Aloha Pi Omicron
Aloha Sioma Phi
Delta Si,.ma Phi
Delta SiITTna Tau
OmeizaPiMu
Omicron Pi Om-•
Tau Kanna Ensilon

"Pave it for maybe two or three
dollars per student. We already pay a
scholarship fee and no one knows what
it's going for." -Sandra Ferrell

''We've got millions of dollars in this
university and they want it to be a
show-piece and they've got terrible and dirt
parking lots. Beautiful build.in~ set agaimt
Third World parking lots."-John Glardin

Ruggles scores 1000th point

International Relations Club
seeking new members
All SS U students are invited to stop by the Center for International Programs and Activities during the following hours:

"Pave it-maybe a minimal increase in
tuition." -Alice Robinson

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

"Use the scholarship fee that nobody
gets, to pave it.'~ -Deana Bryan

O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O~O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O•O

,; · . {;;~ Coriie~:

. Bbl.c• :&:o1e

.~

1;•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•J.bia•o•15•&'b'~5ioe6~o•o•o•o•o•o~o
WILLIAM CASSIDY

. VC /

REVIEWER

In 1979, Disney shocked and
slightly miffed the world by releasing it's first non-Grated movie.
Some people were concerned
that this signified that the name
"Disney" would no 'longer be
synonymous with wholesome
children's cartoons. Others were
enthusiastic that the people at the
studio would be able to use their
talents for something more adult.
This pseudo-controversial
movie was to be a science-fiction
epic set in deep space. It was to
be a story of obsession, betrayal,
and adventure set against a
desolate background. This movie
obviously wasn'tforchildren, but
did Disney succeed in making a
compelling, adult SF feature?
You be the judge.
The Black Hole opens on the
ship Palomino, an exploratory
Earth vessel. As the Palom_ino
p~oceeds on course, it comes
within scanning range of a huge
black hole. As the crew steers a
course around it, scanners pick
up a vessel hovering in close
proximity to the black, hole,
apparently unaffected by its
crushing gravity. It turns out the
ship is the U.S.S. Cygnus. an
Earth vessel that disappeared
about 20 years ago. The Palo-

minosuffers damage while trying through the black hole before the
toexaminetheCygnus,butfinally Palomino crew can reach their
finds safety in the form of an vessel and escape. A meteor
anti gravity field around the shower takes place as the heroic
crew fight to make it past
mysterious vessel.
The Palomino crew discover Reinhardt's robots to his selfthat the Cygnus is populated only contained probe ship, which they
by robots, led by the lone human can pilot to safety. That's as much
scientist Dr. Hans Reinhardt as I can say without giving away
(Maximilian SchelJ). Reinhardt, the entire movie.
a mad genius, claims that the rest
Sounds lik, a pretty impresofthe crew left after the ship was sive plot, doesn't it? Well, it is,
damaged. Left alone to conduct and The Black Hole would have
experiments, he invented an anti- been a great movie if not for
gravity technology and a potent certain problems. First, the
energy source topowerit. Now, robots are too cutesy-they
he is studying the black hole.
actually look like animated Disney
Eventually, thePalominocrew characters (except for the
discover that
well-designed
..-----------~
Reinhardtisob- ~ OUIC:~ 1:11:1'1:~l:lililC:I:
evil robot,
sessed with the
111LE: TheBfackHole
Maximilian).
ideaofobtaining
DIRECI'OR: GaryNelson
Second, how
"ultimateknowl- STARS: Maximilian Sche11, Yvette could a lone
00•

Mimieux, Anthony Perkins, Ernest

edge," and findBorgnine, Robert Forster
man do all the
RATING: -~ , -~ -~ , -~
amazing things
ing eternal life or
perhaps God
Reinhardt has
Himself, and believes he can do done, even if he is such a genius?
so by going through the black But these things are forgivable; it's
hole. They decide to leave him not till the end of the movie where
to his mad plan, but then it really falls apart. The scene
V.I.N.Cent, the Palomino's where the Palomino crew climb
intelligent robot (voice of Roddy around on the outside of the
McDowall), makes a shocking ship-inside a black hole, in deep
discovery about the real fate of space, with no space suits onthe Cygnus' crew. However, and suffer no injwy at all is far too
Reinhardt learns of their discov- much to believe. And the ending
ery and starts to take his ship of the movie makes little sense:

Watch it and you'll understand.
Where do they go anyway?
One thing I must say, though:
when Disney decides to chuck a
Grating, they know how to do it.
Reinhardt is guilty of really heinous crimes, and at the end, he is
quite literally damned for it. The
Dante-esque scenes during the
descent through the black hole
aj.n:iost make up for the shoddy
ending sequences-almost.
1be movie features some good
performances by great actors.
Schell's Reinhardt steals the show.
Yvette Mirnieux (Kate McCrae)
is a talented actress, and Psycho
star Anthony Perkins (Dr. Alex
Durant) portrays a naive man of
science spellbound by the mad
genius. Ernest Borgnine is great
as a pompous, selfish blowhard.
Special effects are first-rate by
1979 standards: The centerpiece
of the movie, the black hole
itself, is fantastic. But the best
part of the movie may be the
soundtrack, a haunting score by
John Barry. To my knowledge, it
has never been released. It should
be. The movie itself is tough to
find today, as its VHS release
seems to have been very liplited.
It deserves a new video release.
Ifyou can forgive the pitfalls,
thi& is still a good movie. lgive it
three and a half Black Holes.

12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
10 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Career and Placement Office
i..l'llu .. I..,;.. f&A~

bm.u~ ti?. nt ,m.u ~bur
'forh Charles, µ~ctprf Career anc1 .r:~~e~~~t ':;>c;fYJCC,S,
announced expanded operating hours for Winter Quarter:

,

•

•

"'f .

•

•

'.J.n voc

J

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

1

8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
1-0 a.m. to 5 p.~.

BOOK STORE: New
proposal ~ubmitted
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

·,l

1

positive impacts for the students,"
assures Murphy. ·'Thischange is
much like the change we had with
the cafeteria when ARAMark
took charge of the operations."
ARAMark took control of the
cafeteria at the beginning of fiscal
year 1997, and has made significant improvements in food
and atmosphere. "Sometimes an
outside entity can run an area of
campus better than letting the
campus run 1t," said Muiphy.
The positive impacts include
but are ·not limited to such
features like bar-code sweeping
for the checkout lines, new text- ·
books that will be for sale at least
four weeks prior to the start of
quarters, integration with the
current Financial Aid operations,
better inventory tqi.cking and
more "soft goods" bearing the
school logo or seal.

"We feel that an outside firm
can run the book store mor¢
efficiently than under the current
system," said Murphy. •vntere are
companies like ARAMark th*
operate book stores all across the
country. Some have control of
over a hundred campuses' book
stores." Murphy went on to
offer one example of such a
proposal actually working: the
Ohio State University book store,
which is owned by the university
and operated by an outside
contractor.
Currently, the book store is
staffed by one full-time employee,
three p3r:t-time employees, one
~ager and several work study
students, _but these posi~o~ wiH
be left vacant at the beginning of
the new fiscal year. Under the new contractor, however, the
current staff will be considered to
return and fill~ vacant positions.

Portsmouth's only prein.iun;t cigar ~hop ·

Specializes in pre~ium imported cigars!
614 Chillicothe Street• Portsmouth, OH 45662 • 614-353-7717 or 1-888-218-0087
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SPORTS: SSU basketball teams

January with string of victories
PHIL BONZO
SSU SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR

The Shawnee State University
women's basketball team got
back on.the winning track in a big
wa'y on Tuesday, Jan. 20, with
a 93-60 pounding of Ohio
Dominican College. Shawnee
(13-3, 5-1 MOC) shot 59
percent for the game while holding Ohio Dominican ( 14-5, 4-4
MOC) to just 38 percent from the
field and forcing 31 turnovers.
The Bears were led by junior
Forward Erica Hayes with 21
points and 7 rebounds. Junior
Guard Brandi Munn chipped in
with 12 points, and sophomore
Forward Brandi Baker scored
13 points. All 13 players
for Shawnee State scored at least
2points.
Ohio Dominican was led by
Michelle Welage with 16 points.
Tina Kerg and Dana Cummings
each scored 13. Angie Kalb
pulled down a team high 5
rebounds.
On Saturday, Jan. 24, the
SSU men's basketball team
traveled to Wilberforce University and came away with an
84-81 victory. Shawnee (5-9,
3-5) trailed 40-41 at halftime, but
outscored Wilberforce 44-40 in
the second half to pick up the win.
Senior Forward Kirk Ruggles
Jed.five Shawnee players scoring
double figures with 27 ~uint~.

Other
player3
scorim!: 'cfoubl~
h
,J I ,111 '-if"t,,,-~,. '
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figures were junior Guard Jason
Kearns with 16, junior Center
James Montier with 14, sophomore Guard Stefan Greene with
13, and sophomore Guard
BrooksFrywith 10. Montleralso
pulled down a team high 6
rebounds. ·
Wilberforce was led by
Demetrius Sams and Mychal
Carson with 16 points each.
Meanwhile, die women's team
split two games over the
weekend. On Friday, Shawnee
(14-3, 6-1) beat Malone (5•12,
0-8) with a score of 77-52. On
Saturday, Shawnee (14-4, 6-2)
lost to host Walsh (7-2, 8-1) with
.a score of 69-88.
Against Malone, Brandi
Baker came off the bench to lead
the Bears with 15 points. Erica
Hayes and junior Guard Carrie
Brisker scored 14 and 13'
points respectively. Hayes and
sophomore Guard Kelli Smith
each pulled down game-high 8
rebounds.
Malone was led by Ashley
Bond and Kristen Beach with 13
and 12 points respectively.
Against Walsh, Canie Brisker
scored a season high 22 points.
Teammates Hayes and Baker
scored 13 and 12 respectively.
Brisker and freshman Forward
Kim Bonham each pulled down
6 i;ebqunds.
.
.
Walsh\vas led. py Melanie
~hee.it41ffi 27:pointt;
Ir~\ r, · ,,.f.,.,,1 n-.1.,, 'fl f!f.!'"f')W '-'nt

Misty McMilleq chipped in
with 20 points and.IO rebounds.
The followingMooday, Jan 26,
the men's team' used a strong
shooting pe1fonnance to beat visitingOhio y~ey College 91 l-55.
Shawnee State (6-9, 3-5
MOC) was led by sophomore
Guard Barry McGraw with 26
points, including 8 of'll from

three-point range. James Montier

had a double-double with 16
points.and 10 rebounds. Other
Bears scoring' in double figures
were Kirk Ruggles and Jason
Keams, each with 11. For the
game, the Bears shot 51,percent
and out rebounded Ohio VaHey
43 to 40..
Ohio Valley was led by Kenny
White with 21 poihts and 11
rebounds. Pedro Dejneka was
the only other Ohio Valley player
in double figures with IQ.,
Then on Tuesday, Jan. 27, the
women·•s te~ ran their home
winning streak to 31 straight
games with an 85-39 poupding
of Tiffin :University. Shawnee
OS-4, 7~2 MOC) went on a
22-0 run over a sbc~minute time
span to lead Tiffin (8• 12.; 3.:g
MOC) 53-20 at halftirpe. The
Bears forced Tiffin into 42 turnover:s while shooting 32 percent
forthegame.
Brandi Munn led the Bears
with 1~ poin,s i~ 1511¥.0~~~~ of
p);ay. ~~Bon1!arti.~e~ffthe

~am~ beiicti ttiscore
·13 pbµiifan'cl·~b
,
,.;Jhli
I
)1
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Men's

ketball

a team high 7 rebounds·. Erica
Hayes had a perfect shooting
night. going 3 for 3 from the field
TIM
DATE
PLACE
and4 for4 from the foul line for
Tuesday, February 3
Cedarville (Away)
7:00
10 points in 17 minutes. All 13
Saturday, February 7
Malone (HOME)
2:00
players on the Bears roster
scored at least 1 point and played
Sunday, February 8
Walsh (HOME)
2.-00
at least 8 minutes. Carrie Brisker
Tuesday, February 10
Rio Grande (Away)
5:30
had 7 of the team's 26 steals.
MVNC(HOME)
5:00
Saturday, February 14
Tiffin was led by Jill
Moldenhauer with 10 points and . Tuesday, February 17
Ohio Dominican (Away)
7:00
a team high 5 rebounds.
Finally, the men's team pulled
out another big upset this season
with a 63-61 win over visiting
Ttffin University on Thursday, Jan.
29. Shawnee (7-9, 4-5 MOC)
IIM
DAIE
was down 42-32 at halftime, but
Wilmington (HOME)
7:30
Tuesday, February 3
held Tiffin ( 14-9, 6-4) to just 19
Cedarville (Away)
7:30
Thursday, February 5
points in the second half to come
away with the victory.
Malone (HOME)
Saturday, February 7
4:00
The Bears were led by Kirk
Sunday, February 8
Walsh (HOME)
4:00
Ruggles with 20 points. Brooks
Rio Grande (Away)
7:30
Fry came off ~he bench to score Tuesday, February 10
15 points including 4 of 6 threeMt. Vernon Nazarene (HOME) 7:30
Saturday, February 14
pointers. Jason Kearns scored
Sunday, February 15
Wilberforce (HOME)
2:00
14 points and hit a three-pointer
Ohio Dominican (Away)
7:30
Thursday, February 19
with under 30 seconds left to give
the Bears the lead. Kearns and
Ohio Valley (Away
2:30
Saturday, February 21
sophomore Guard Travis Hale
MOC Tournament Dales - February 26, February 28, Mm:ch 3
each pulled down a team high
6 rebounds.
Tiffin placed three players in
double figures. Doug Taylor
scored 15 while Andy Young and
Greg Gaskin scored 12 and 10
respectively.
For information on upcoming
men'sand·women1~'games, see·
q~•t progr~. Up~eli
~J?~~TINIJE0 F_.R_,C?,~ .f.~.~.is.:.t
.ithi!)sehedulo-te tho-right.
l
' '
: .I
·Before the club, students new CIPA: .,...program rn
coming to SSU had the problem e~changes between intemati•
of lack of contact and support. universities are planned,
CIPA does more than b
"Most of them felt as if they were
just left on their own and they had international students to S
of white or blue sailor shirts and no way of adjusting with the Currently SSU students wi
n~vy pants. This was the normal change. Details, like who was able to go to the Universi
outfit for children of nineteenth- going to pick up the students from James I this summer and C
century Vienna and has remained the airport, became a proble1_11," will provide information to
as one of the organization's most said Lorentz. "What the Interna- student wishing. to stud
recognizable features.
tional Relations Club does is to practically any other com
The Vienna Choir Boys have give support to the international 'The only real drawback witlj
been featured ·in several films, student and help them with is that students will have to
many recordings, and annual getting sett~ed into a routine lot of their own legwork toge
television appearances at holiday on campus."
details finalized with their intc:
times throughout the world.
Before the final organization of tional university of choi
They are truly the world's most CIPA, SSU sent history profes- commented Lorentz. CIPA E
beloved choir.
sor Dr. Mark Mirabello and for future relations wi
For more information about the students to Russia, and then univei;sity in Zittau, Gemian
Choir, call the McKin1ey Box Director of Developmental well as universities in 1
Office at (740) 355-2600.
Education Dr. Gene Beckett Zealand and Costa Rica.
to China to participate in an

CIPA: New offic
established

CHOIR: VCB to appear at Shawnee

1
this world famous organization
perform at the Vern Riffe Center
as part of our Main Theater
Artists Subscription Series," says
Carl Daehler, executive director
of the Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts. 'The wonderful acoustics of
our Main Theater will be a
perfect venue for their incredible
musical precision and the angelic
purity of their voi~s."
Several groups tour extensively throughout the world while
one group of 24 singers always
remains in residence in Vienna
performing Sunday services at the
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Hofkapelle. Each touring choir
travels with its own choirmaster~
nurse, and tutor.
Membership in the Vienna
Choir Boys is highly competitive.
Those who wish to be considered
for entry attend a special preparatory school where they ~eive
a thorough education that includes
training in the theory and practice
ofsinging as well as instruction on
at least one musical instrument
At age nine, the candidates take
an extensive examination and
audition for membership in one of
four choirs, each with 24 choristers. For every six voices on the

average that "break., each year,
there are more~ 30 youngsters
who are waiting_in the wings to
take their pla<:e. , The ,..oldert'
boys retire to studio apartments
on the palace gro\lilds where they
live rent-free while finishing their
educations.
The choirboys have many
traditions, some dating ,back
500:y~ars. One ·o ft~ oldest
traditions is that. members of
the choir.wqo perform.solos at
conc~rts are never identified. It
is felt that all of the singers are of
comparable abiliiy. Another
honored tradition is the uniform

Need C ash?
Apply today!

. the older section
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Well.

If you enjoy reading fiction, perhaps you would enjoy writing itas
If.you ~ould like to try out your skills orto bask in the fellowship
and support fellow writers can offer, consider joining the Writers' Co-Operative. Also, keep in mind that we are accepting both writing
(fiction/poetry) and art for the next issue of the Silhouette. Call Kate Palguta at.ext. 2525 for information.
·
This first story is actually the first chapter of an action/adventure n011el in progress, the working title of which is "Hitman." Darren Baker
is a sophomore Englishllfumanities major who regards the "act ofcreating fictional worlds as [his] way of exercising and expanding [his] imaginative powers." The second piece was written by Casey Robertson,
a Secondary Education major in her junior year. ·she has captured in her story a misfortune that befell her own grandmother on the day before her 75th binhilily.

IIIrI,~I1~N

Robbed Blind But Still Sighted

Chapter 1
By Darren Baker

By Casey Robertson

The bar was hot with the
evening rain just ending. The
South had a bad habit ofleaving
you gasping for air just after a
spring shower. Jefferson Courier was a small-time Southerner
who had stumbled onto something that the rest of the world
wanted. His only concern was
to get rid of it.
"Gotcha," he said as his hat
swooped down and collapsed on
an insect. The warm beer ran
down his throat and left a sour
aftertaste. "My price to pay for
buying cheap beer," he said as
from beyond the saloon doors
came the sound of energetic regurgitation.
Jamal Washburn had never
had a stomach for the occasional
celebration.
~•Baar keep... bhar keep! . . .
Give me ... a house for the
round." Jamal laughed as if he
were a first timer at this bar.
"Bhut. .. wait a minute I have to.
.." He swallowed only long
enough to make it outside.
The bartender shook his head
and said, "J, dis da last time you
bring him in here: He iuilned off
all my custbrriet~"Tfieb'arterider'
was a tall South American man
with jet-black hair and olive skin.
Jefferson remained curious about
whatthismanhadleftinhishomelandforthegloriouslifeofa.barkeep in southern Alabama.
"I'll ~ea double shot ofBuffalo Sweat," a dwarflike heavyset man said as he seated himself
next to Jefferson. Buffalo Sweat,
a mixture of 3/4 Tabasco sauce
and 1/4 whiskey, had been a
drink that the·Corps had taught
Jefferson.
"Not the kinda drink a man
could handle a double of,"
Jefferson said in almost a whisper. Jefferson assumed the man
was the buyer. Someone who
looked like Donald Trump
wouldn'tordersuchadrink.
"Peter Frederic, I presume,"
Jefferson stated as ifhe were talking to the wall or rat~er through

theglassclosertoJefferson with
"Miss. . . you al'l'ight?"
the tip of his forefinger.
Jefferson reached for her arm and
"It's a sure thing, if you ever nearly slipped himself.
need to forget a day or two."
"Yeah... My feet aren't what
Jefferson said with an affirming they were three hours ago," she
nod. "But when you come to, . said leisurely as she got to her
thenyourmessin' withasonofa feet.
bitch!" Jefferson looked at the
"Miss, you better let me drive
repulsive drink and swallowed you home... You're in no shape
deeply. "Have you the decided to drive." Jefferson could only be
currency? Or must I remember thankful for the ways he had been
the secret hand shake?"
lucky tonight Their steps startled
"I left my BMW parked at the a homeless alley cat and, with a
north end of the parking lot. It's screech,itcamerunningoutofthe
blue. But you won't have any darkened corridor. "Miss, why
trouble finding it. Why... there don't you get in my car and let
is not a car here I couldn't buy check·thatcutoutonyourknee?"
with the change in my pocket.
"But I don't even know your
You will find what you need in the name, do I?" she said so innotrunk. The keys are under the cently it made Jefferson's heart
driver seat. I believe you have pound.
hWell, it's Jefferson, "J" for
somethingforme?''
Jefferson pulled a chain from short. Please get in the car bearound his neck; acomputerdisk fore whatever chased that cat
hung loosely from it. "You'll find chases us. Besides, I wanna get
what yur looking for under . outta here as soon as possible."
'cash."'
As Jefferson helped her into the
lbenightwasblindinglywann. · car, the bar door opened. The
The storm had kept the dust to a sound ofsomeone walking on the
minimum, so the BMW was gavel parking lot grew nearer.
b~ly spotted. The blue finish, ~fferson {~und~d the c;a.r, cl~~~ 1
undertfie iri.fluence·ofah'ug'frght: the trunk.U~fitUN,
t
took·1:Jji the' 'tiiutedtt0ne·~~M' a brief case in the back seat.
Renoir. Jefferson's mind raced. "Jefferson..." a whisper came
"It is almost over.,, His pointed from behind him.
boots made his ankle give way on
Jefferson stopped only brietly
the slick rocks. "I don't care andturnedtofindanemptyalley.
what Pete-y thinks, I like this Heliftedthedoorhandle. Itwas
town."
locked. He stooped, looked in
The keys were under the mat the window, and instinctively put
just as Peter had said. In the his hand in his pocket. The keys
trunk he found the ten million he were not there, but she was in the
was expecting. "I was going to driver's seat and was turning the
buymyselfoneoftheseanyway." ignition! Jefferson glanced at the
Jeffersonsmirkedatthethought, briefcase in the back seat. He
"Wonder how they knew my fa- beat on the window, but she went
vorite color was blue?"
about her business as if she were
"Sir! . : . Sir. . . Could ya doingnothingoutoftheordinary.
help me to my car? It's in the lbemangoingtocarhiscarraised
comer of the parkin' lot and I'm his head and gave Jefferson an
scared to go there all by myself." odd look. She pulled from the
The young brunette tempted lot and headed east through the
Jefferson. · Her thj.ghs were as constructionsite.
tanned as a Sioux Indian half
"Hey.... Ya need a ride?"
baked from her wor~ in the af- The man offered as if prompted
temoon sun. The blue jean shorts by his mother to perform a good
wrapped tightly to her buttocks. deed. From the near distance
it
Her arms dangled at her side, like came the sound of an explosion
"Only if yo-qr name is ChristmasTreeornamentsdan- andthesoundsofsirens."
Jefferson," Peter replied. Peter glingfromalimb. "My car is right
"No sir. . . NQ sir, I don't
was dressed as if he were a over there. If I'd know it would need a ride." Jefferson said
spoiled rich kid-the kind you be in such a dark place, I would turning his back to the man. A
would see on the playground cry- have . .." Her voice had thick smile crept up on his face. He
ing because bird shit on his accent(alotlikeAuntBea's).
pulledadiskfromhisrippedjean
shoulder. His Oxfords were
"There's no need to explain." pocket. And as he waved it
clean, almost supemarurally clean. Jefferson spoke in the most sym- like a fan to his face, the pop of a
The glass, full of buffalo sweat, · pathetic voice he could muster. car door came from behind him.
was placed on the napkin in front "Why... have you been drink- His satisfaction was complete. A
of him. The sight of such vile a_ ing?'
crinkled blue fender landed on
substance made Peter's eyes
"Just a little, but I can still. . . the gravel a few yards from him.
water. The stench it put off was Ahh... !'' She slipped on a rock As he rolled 'in his luck, he felt a
enough to make Jefferson forgo still wet from the rain.
tap on his shoulder. He turned
·~since when did they start to recognize the seal of a
hisnextthreemeals.
"Where did you dream up this · puttin' rocks in parkin' lots?" she Louisville Sluggerjust before the
mess?" Peter said as he inched asked in a slurred voice.
darkness came.

a

Beneath a blanket of darkness, the leaves murmured softly
as the wind gently moved across
the night sky. The last day of
autumn was drawing to a close
as nature prepared for winter. All
w as calm and cool, yet the
serenity ofthe darkness was about
to be broken. Amid the blackness, only a circle of light, generated from a hand-held flashlight
beamed erratically onto the old
wooden door. The man holding
theflashlightwasdressedinasnug
pair of black jeans and a Grateful
Dead T-shirt. He stood fidgeting
while he kept the light trainedmore or less-onto the doorknob. Meanwhile, another man,
who was a few years older than
the first, was crouched down at
eye level to the doorknob. This
man wore a faded plaid shirt and
a pair of stone-washed blue
jeans. Beside
on the warped
boards of the back porch lay a
rifle. He chiseled away for some
time before the lock broke and
the door drifted open. Pushing
the door fully open, the uninvited
locksmith rose to his feet. The

him

lYEP~~~s.~~~19~~f:

searchinglyfromlefttorightover
a recliner, a television, a few
plants, aAd a couple of small
coffee tables. Finally, his eyes
reached the blanket-filled couch
where they unexpectedly encountered an elderly woman nestled
in sleep. He looked at his partnerwithagasp. His accomplice
respohded with a nod, as if to say
that the woman's presence did not
affect the job they intended to do.
Timidly, the young man moved
toward the kitchen which lay to
the right of the living room.
Staying behind, the man with
the rifle took a seat and held the
firearm in the·direction of the
sleeping woman. 1be young man
looked over at his partner, who
had begun opening the antiquelooking cabinets and drawers of
the kitchen. As he pulled objects
fromtheirproperplace,heheard
a bustle of movement. The
woman awoke. Observing first
the man in the kitchen and then
noticing the second man hovering over her with the rifle, she
gasped in fear. "Was this reality
9rjust a l;tqrrible nigh~?" she

~P~~~~t4iwstm~~ctive1r,.
silent house as they covered all the woman bowed her head as if
but the whites ofth~iryouthful prayingforsafety. Raisingitagain
with restored codlposure; she
eyes with dark ski mas¥,. ..
The two thieves foul\d.tfftm- asked "What do you want?"
Jabbing the rifle in her direcselves in a simple but practical
utility room. Finding objects of tion, the man replied, "We want
littlevaluetothem.theywentinto money. Where'sitat?"
the main part of the house. The
Thinking momentarily, the
small beam oflight from the flash- woman was puzzled and frightlight accompanied their feet as ened to find herselfon the couch.
they advanced into the hall. Shecouldnotrecallwhyshewas
•
Reaching two adjacent doors, :the not sleeping in her own bed.
"In... in the refrigerator," the
older man went into the room on
theleftwhiletheyoungerstepped woman stammered abruptly,
into the room on the right. The '"lbere's a jar in the back c~rner."
first figure found himselfin a cool
The woman felt a warm gust
but neat and precise bedroom. of air stream down on her from
~e other discovered a rather the ceiling register as she watched
large master bathroom, surpris- the gunman give an affirming nod
inglyfancierthanhehadimagined to his partner. The search
for such an old house. As if on began. In opening the refrigeracue, the thieves began to open tor door, the young man allowed
drawers and closets pulling out the imprisoned light to escape and
everything that could conceal illuminatetheroom. lbefumiture
valuables. The man searching the print, the designs on the cabinets,
bedroom had no success, but the and the warm color of the carpet
man in the bathroom found allleapedintofocus. Glancingup
seve~ rings and a necklace; The at the closed freezer door, the
twomenreturnedtothehal,lway ·. young man saw a cluster of
and turned toward the back ofthe magnets attached to the enameled
house. Remaining in dar~ess surface. One, in the shape of a
(except for the fraction of moon- heart, read, "World's Greatest
light trickling through the clouds Grandma" and another compiled
and trees and entering through the of glued Popsicle sticks enclosed
window) th~y arrived in the aPolaroidoftwoyoungchildren.
doorway of an open room·. The young man paused and
apparently the living room.
looked in the direction of the
The older of the men asserted woman sitting calmly on the
his leadership by nudging the couch. Amongadisplayofgroup.
other man ahead of him. Ooey:. portraits, the man observed a
ing subserviently, the younger~ black and white photo ofa young
began to examine the cozy'yet maninaNavyuniforrn. Thegunquiet room. His eyes traced • man read the hesitation in his

partner's face and clear~d his
throat. With renewed focus, the
young man moved pitchers, containers, and jars aside. He pulled
a Mason jar forward wi\t
caution. The boy loosened the
jar lid and retrieved the wad oJ
money from the bottom. The:
crisp, green paper was rollec
neatly into a cylinder shape anc
secured tightly with a thick
brown rubber band. Examinin~
the treasure briefly, the bo)
quickly shoved the money into hii
pocket. The old woman sa
motionless while a single tea1
trudged down her weary
wrinkled face. Her husband hac
died just six short mon_ths before·
hand and had ~ways kept some
extra money in the refrigerate.
•just in case." She always though
it was a sensele~s habit, but she
had complied for his peace o
mind_. She never had the heart t<
remove the jar once he was gone
"Where's your purse?" the
gunman asked forcefully. The
woman jolted to attention an<
then hesitated before answerinJ
as if forgetting where she ha<
PA~yA\t,
'.
"Beside the TY," she saic

finally.

The young man shut the refrig
erator door and headed direct!:
to the w~let inside her purse. Thi
thieffumbled through her belong
ings, tossing aside her driver'
license and her social securit:
card. When he reached the par
of her billfold containing tt11
money, the woman sudden!:
remembered that ~he had jus
added two hundred dollars thi
previous morning in preparatio1
for her dbctor's appointment. A
she watched her money disap
pear, the woman noticed the wor
work gloves on the young man'
hands.
Rising to his feet, the ma
threw down the purse and jolte
for the hallway door. He stuttere
nervously, "Let'sgo,man. We'v
got enough."
They both looked at th
woman. The gunman pointed th
dark hole of the muzzle directl
at her face. "There's no use i
calling the police until we'r
gone," he said sharply. With thi:
he arose from his sitting positio1
As the two young men starte
down the hall, the woman aros
fully from her couch and called t
them. "Boys," she said. Whe
she heard their footsteps halt. st
continued, "Boys, I just want yo
to know that God loves you an
that He can forgive you." Sec
onds later she heard the d0<
close gently. Once again-the nigl
was calm and quiet, yet not ,
innocent as it had once been.
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Students can _apply for
Faculty-Funded Scholarship
The Faculty Academic Schol-

arship Program ex.-ists to award
' annually a scholarship from
eannarked funds contributed by
faculty to the "Crossing the
Threshold" Endowment Drive.
Size of the scholarship
Until modified by action of the
univ~rsity Faculty A,;sembly, the
scholarship will be awarded
annually in the-amount of $600.
.
Eligibility to apply
Successful applicants should demonstrate that their academic
achievements or potential extends
beyond the attainment of a high
grade point average. At a minimum the applicant must
1. Have completed 24 credit
hours at SSU with a grade point
average of at least 3.5.
2. Be currently enrolled as a
full-time student (12 hours or
more) in a two or four-year

degree program in which they are
making steady progress.
3. Demonstrate financial need.
4. Provide three letters of
recommendation from full-time
facultymembersatSSU. These
letters can be e-mailed to
sh,adjiyannis@shawnee.edu.
5. Not be a member of the

immediat(? family of a full-time
member of the SSU faculty.
6. Not be a previous recipient
of this scholarship.
Bow to apply
Applications will be made on the
traditional scholarship fonn. Additionally, applicants shall submit
a 250-word statement on their life
aspirations and how they propose
to use educational opportunities
at SSU in pursuit of those goals.
Candidates should demonstrate
their academic excellence and
give evidence that they possess

and active, inquiring mind.
Selection of the recipient
Applications will be accepted by
Stylianos Hadjiyannis ofthe UFA
Faculty Affairs Committee until
April 15 of each year. Subsequently the Faculty Affairs
Committee will make its decision
and notify the Scholarship and
Award Committee by May 15.
Terms of the award
The scholarship will be given in
increments of one-third to cover
the Fall, Winter, and Spring
Quarters of the following
academic year. Recipients must·
remain full-time students ingood
academic standing. Use the standard scholarship application fonn
found at the Office of Financial
AidandsubmitittoDr. Stylianos
Hadjiyannis, Commons 138.
Contact Dr. Hadjiyannis for
more information, 355-2445. ·

Do you haye a .
problem with drugs·?

C1' William Cassidy

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
provided. The letters in the circle (0) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal a str~-related term.

)

With less than two weeks before the Opening Ceremony of the XVID Olympic Winter Games in
Nagano, Japan, it's time to wann up for the upcoming competition between the world's best winteJl
athletes. The 1998 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES SCREEN SAVER from CBS gives you two
separate ways to prepare yourself: watch snow fall at variable speed over the CBS Olympic logo in·
the CBS Desktop Snowfall screensaver,-or let the more whimsical and strangely mesmerizing CB~
Desktop Zamboni smooth away your desktop while a crowded stadium watches. At the Quick'
,
Search type: . 1998 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES SCREEN SAVER
http://www.taxcut.com/
TaxCut Web site-the #1 source on the Internet for information on doing your taxes. They'll helg
you save money on this year's return and in the years ahead, understand complicated tax law changes:
an~ get technical help. Doing your taxes has never been simpler or more accurate than tlµs !

Encyclopedia.com is the Internet's premier free encyclopedia! More than 17,000 articles from The
Cbncise Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia haye been assembled to provide free, quick, and

©

©

http://www.gsoc.dlr.de/satvis/

It pays to ad~•ertise in the
Chronicle!
355-2502

.-..1,

it ~· :.., ..

lh.

·ir'' f U° HQ~ ~·

. • ~~onpost.comt
nr·.
i
tti,m

I

In case you haven't heard, Windows is ab.out to get a little more helpful. Developers ready to jump
on the HTMLHelp bandwagon can do so right quick with EAUTHOR HELP, an HTMLHelporiented revamp of HyperAct's eAuthor/Site HTML editor. The program features numerous
templates to get you started, powerful visual editing, a Wizard Composer feature, and a sty le sheet
editor. In addition, the runtime HTMLHelp components make it a breeze to add HTMLHelp to your
application. At the Quick Search type: EAUTHOR HELP

Answer to the previous

CRYPTO

ANY FOOL CAN CRITICIZE, COMPLAIN, CONDEMN,
AND MOST FOOLS DO.
- ANONYMOUS

· tiriZJ(,)

FOCEFE

The c

SINONTE

to ram ame

Directions: Each letter below rep1 esents a different letter of the
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous quotation.
Clue_: W equals N.

EDINDALE

.

http://www.download.com/

WWW.SHAWNEE.EDU

CARZOP

r---------------------,

:CAMpus CoffEE HousE:
: BUY
I
I

I. • Desserts

.

:

Live Mic I
Th d
I
urs ays ...t

L____ ~4l.
I

•OFEQUALORLESSER VALUE

J

____ 1
ri

JenniferL. Moore

~1/<HU'if/

"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"

'We speciallze in !l?pmana 'BasK!,ts

BVNU C ND LQCWS.
-. BAZWAZ XQW OZNGW

~1

GET A SECOND. FREE!

•

LQCWS BVAW C LQW'U JWQB

00000·0

o~·COFFEE DRINK,

• Speci~lty Drinks
• Sandwiches

ONRCF ZAR_A.NZFV CR BVNU C ND

00000

·

The Web site focuses on both politics and public policy; it features original columns that go above and
beyo~d what appears in th_e newspaper.

I

SIREANTPHILSO

·

The Germru1 Space Operations (GSOC), which is part of the German Aerospace Centre, maintains
a set of dynamic Web pages which generate visibility predictions for the Mir space station and other
visible satellites for ANY location on the Earth. The predictions are generated dynamically each time
a page is requested, so you can obtain the very latest predictioqs, using the most recently available
orbit data, and customized for yQUr own location and time zone.

Answers to the previous

WEB MASTER
BROWSER
NETSCAPE
INFOSEEK
WEBSITE
WEB CRAWLER
CHAT LINES
USENET
ADDICTING

EYOMN

bttl>:l/www.download.com

useful information on almost any subject.

HOME PAGE

EMITDRM

Ever since he was a little bottle growing up in St. Louis, Budway foe had dreams of the big time..,
Today, Joe's dream has come true. Budway Joe is Bud Bowl's Player of the Decade. Budweiser
officials made the announcement, celebrating ten exciting years of Bud Bowls with this unique honor.i

0

·

WORKBEAND

http://www.budweiser.com/budbow1/bbwinner,htrnl

0

NONSIAMI

HEECHADA

Stop by the .1 '1ternet Cale a'1d "µo au o~er tl'le world."

htJl)://www.encyclopedia.com/

Stop by the Office of Counseling and Psychological
Se,vices in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

Stressed out!

'

Ttl~s article wiU desc~ibe SDrne DI the Web pages YDU Ci1'1 e)(piDre D'1 the WDrld Wide Web.

•

-

(614) 3S4-1220
17S5PoplarStreet
Portsmouth,O845662

I
I

US52EAST ,iE. US52WEST

•

"

nrnmbn ••

IM e x i c a n

R e s ta u r a n ti

2141 Gall~a Street, Portsmouth • 7 _Days a Week• 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
worth $1 gringo money .,P
Dine-In• Carry Out• 614-353_-_5_83_2_ _ ______(_e_x_c_lu_d
_ in_g
_ a
_ lc_o_ h_o_l_ic
_ b_e_v_e_r......
a_g_e_s_)

1!luiutrsity CttlJrnuiclt
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Classifieds and More
AD *$%# ... BUY *$%#••. SELL *$%# •••
,

(GENERALLY, ITS FULL OF *$ 0/<?#)

To get your *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Packages available!! .
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK
student
Raise all the money your student INDIVIDUALS,
ORGANIZATIONS,
or
small
group needs by sponsoring a Visa
Fundraiser on your campus. No GROUPS wanted!! Call
investment & very little time INIER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
at _1 -800-327-6013
needed. There's no obligation- so
or http://www.icpt.com
why not call for infonnation today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95 ..

EMPLOYMENT

USED BOOKS FOR SALE.
Various genres, call 355-2278 for
titles & prices.
1

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000 .
Ckciitcardfundraisersforfrater- COMICS FOR SALE. Inde-~ jties, sororities, & gr~s. Any penden~s, DC and others.Call
ori at (-740) 355-2278.
campus organization can r~
<
to $1000by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application. Call 1- Emerson VCR with remote for
' 800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified sale. Good condition. Call Mack
callers recieveFREE T-SHIRf. Shelton, Jr. at (740) 355-2502.

WANTED: Old video gamesAtari, Coleco, etc. Call William,
(740) 858-4245, leave message.

University Chronicle general
meeting to be held Feb. 9, at
4:00 in Massie 204. All students
i nvited to attend. E-mail
lalferrell@shawnee.edu or cal1
355-2278 for more information.

--

Avoiding Dating Vi~lence
Anxiety Disorders
·Depressive Disorders
Interpersonal Skills Enhancement
Contrblling Anger

Low, low, low price of $0.20 / word!
Your ad:

name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

fftf

All Workshops held 4 -5 pm in
Student Affairs Conference Room
0FFEREDBY11lE0FFICEDFCouNsamGANDPSYmOWGICALSE:RVK:XS

CONDOM

AWARENESS.:;;!f~
, ~~f ..

•·...,. ,..,: ., .,.,. . .

WHEN: Wednesday,
Februa'V\11, 1998
WHERE: SSU Cafeteria
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

%t~ .-,~

WHAT:· * ln~rmation on Aids and Sexually
Transmitted Diseases
* Free Condoms
* "Condoms in a Jar" Contest
* Prizes (T-Shirts)
Sponsor,tl /Jy tl,1 Shawn,, Sflf, Univef9ily
AIDSEtluCl/i(Jn Co111111iH11

phone number: (_

)_ _ _ _ __

Bring ad to the basement of Facilities / Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 / 355-2278

L---------------------------------~
--

-

-

-

Gol

-

I SSU Lib~ary

t~

Hours

Far your Academh:: Camput~ng needs
L OCATED IN THE LOWER LEVEL OF MASSIE HALL

I!l-foura.::,]

momlay -Thursclay

Friclay

B:i'.li'.I am - B:i'.li'.I pm
B:i'.li'.1 am - 5:i'.li'.1 pm

Electronic Mail Accounts
Academic Accounts
Dial-Up Internet Accounts

What Women and Men Need to
Know About Date Rape

TIME:

Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find
out if there is a place for you to live off campus? See it in here!

-

ANNOUNCING

DAV

\Y

ON CAMPUS

The Student Success Center, now located in Massie Hall, needs more tutors. As a
current student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor; you may tutor courses
that you have completed with an A or B grade, and for which you have faculty approval.
Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Student Success Center. Tutors are paid
minimum wage. The Student Success Center needs tutors for a wide range of classes:
Accounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer and Core Courses, English,
History, Math, and more. If you are interested or want more information, please stop by
the Student Success Center in Massie Hall.
--

I
I

d1rv

WANTED

FOR SALE

"

r---------.------------------'\' -----7

Stop by to sign up for an account or if you have any other
questions or computing needs or just to say hello!!
E-IT1R:L. • rc<1ucst . "Tl_ shawncc.cdu

Off campus: 355-2538 • On campus: ext. 847

<ttitrnniclt l\bu.ertising
Jnlidu

W

hile we are pleased to serve you with
stories and features regarding students and
campus life, we must stress that the advertising .
dollar is the key to a regul~ly published, quality
newspaper. As with larger college newspapers,
we are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales
rather than budgeted university funding. Our
advertising prices are available and ca11 be given
~o any person or organization seeking ad space .
with the University Chronicle. Campus clubs and
organizations will be charged specially reduced
prices.

• Thank you,
Lori Ferrell
UC I Editor-in-Chief

WINTER QUARTER 1998
Jan. 5= 1998 - March 20= 1998
MON
THUR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

8:00
8:00
10:00
12:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

-

-

-

10:00
5:00
6:00
8:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m,.
p.m.

ltniutrsttu
Gtltronltlt

needs
Ad Sellers,
Reporters,
Anybody.
Come see us in the
Facilities Building
(Office Annex)
for details.
(&1:4) 3§5-2278

I

STUDENT.ACTIVITIES

Z)a,,eu

de~ ~ - ..

Homecom1ngDance
~aturday,
f flbruary 7th

9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

tlmireieari kigion ·
705 Court ~triit

"TWO THUMBS UP!"
-SISilL & E_BERT

"A powerful piece of work."
-Gene Si,kd, SISKEL & EBERT

"A terrific film. I recommend it highly."
•-Ru1,er Ebert, SISKEL & EBERT

"****·
Brilliant. Don't miss it!
Jon Voight and Ving Rhames are superb."'
- raul Wunder, WB.-\1 R.-\D1O

"An unforgettable film. Superior performances."

-r,11 Collins, W\VOR-T\'

- R._C>SE"VVC>C>I=>
B..lsl•d

on

.i

F

tnll' story. lnspirL•d hy t•'Ctraordin.,ry pt.•uplc.
This film is for: tht.•m.

Admission: $3 /person $5 /couple
Valid SSU I.D. Required
Picture I.D. Required for Cash Bar

Wednesday, February 4th
Micklethwa1te Banquet Hall
8:00 p.m.

Campus Comedy Club
presents

uz
·er

Thursday, February 12th.
U.C. AtriUtn 8:00 p.rn.
t .

A Student Programming Board (SPB) Event

ote
far .

. :Homecoming
. Qyeen/XJ,ng

~e6ruary 4tfi & 5tfi
in tfie 'UC

